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SUMMARY

UCLA researchers in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering have developed a new random access memory read/write

method that achieves new levels of speed, scalability, and memory density.

BACKGROUND

Magnetoresistive Random Access Memory (MRAM) is a non-volatile data storage method that uses pairs of magnets to store bits as opposed

to electrical charge like common alternatives. MRAM offers long-term power savings and improved data retention over other, more commonly

used, RAM alternatives. However, its resource-heavy read/write processes have limited its widespread use. A large transistor is necessary to

generate the large currents necessary to change a magnet’s polarity each time information is written to a memory cell. The space consumed by

these large transistors reduces memory density, and the large currents sent through magnets cause significant energy losses. Therefore, new

read/write approaches are necessary to truly access the benefits of MRAM.

INNOVATION

UCLA researchers have developed Magnetoelectric Random Access Memory (MeRAM), which exceeds the performance of the standard

MRAM in three key areas. MeRAM improves MRAM memory density by reducing the hardware necessary for reading and writing to memory

cells. Additionally, clever rearranging of memory arrays gives MeRAM a read/write speed advantage over MRAM. Finally modifications made to

achieve higher speeds and memory densities with MeRAM have improved the scalability of magnet-based RAM technology.

APPLICATIONS

▶ CMOS technology

▶ Microprocessors and microcontrollers

▶ Performance computing

▶ Consumer computing

ADVANTAGES

▶ Improved memory density

▶ Higher read/write speed and efficiency

▶ Enhanced storage scalability
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